Introduction
There are a few bistable switching effects in nematic liquid crystals (LC), which in different extent can be used in modern display technology [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . For instance, in case of Berreman-Heffner effect [2, 3] , the bistable switching takes place between two topologically equivalent director field distributions, one of which is characterized by homogeneous planar alignment (0-state), while the second distribution is twisted for 360°(2p-state). The thermodynamically stable ground state in this case is twisted for 180°(p-state) due to necessity of proper chiral doping. Thus, in fact, in case of Berreman-Heffner effect, there are three states, and the ground state must be "destroyed" before the switching becomes available. In Ref. 5 , it was shown that similar bistable switching can be achieved for the case when the 2p-state is the ground one. Thus, the problem of the third topologically non-equivalent state disappears. However, to allow such a switching, the LC material with sufficiently high ratio of the elastic modules K 33 /K 22 > 3 should be used.
If the liquid crystal anchoring at the two alignment surfaces is different, then the bistable switching between topologically non-equivalent states (homogeneous and twisted for 180°) can be realized [6] . This is one of promising effects, which is developed by NEMOPTIC (BiNem technology). The energies of a homogeneous 0-state and p-state can be equal, so the true bistability with infinite life time for each of the two states can be also realized.
Herein, we describe different modes of the bistable switching available in a LC with frequency inversion of the dielectric anisotropy sign (dual-frequency LC). These modes have been predicted by numerical simulation and investigated experimentally. One can remind that for the first time, multi-stable states in dual-frequency liquid crystals have been observed in Ref. 7 . Therein, after applying the dual-frequency field, the authors have observed appearance of many domains with different distributions of the director field. The domains were attributed to the helical structures with the twist angles of ±p/2, ±3p/2, and ±5p/2. However, these observations were "forgotten" for a while due to the interest, which had appeared later with respect to Berreman-Heffner [2] and BiNem [6] bistability. This paper consists of two parts. The first one is dedicated to numerical simulations. By numerical simulation we have demonstrated different modes of dual-frequency bistable switching. Using dual-frequency driving, the reliable bistable switching can be achieved between different twisted states: 0«2p, (-p/2)«(+3p/2), and -p«+p. Also, in case of asymmetric boundary conditions at the two alignment surfaces, the switching between topologically non-equivalent states 0«p is available. As far as switched states are concerned, the latter mode is similar to the BiNem switching. However, the dual-frequency switching seems to be more reliable and less sensitive to the anchoring conditions and chiral doping compared to the BiNem effect. For instance, the difference in anchoring strength is not more a necessary condition for the 0«p switching. What remains an important issue is a negligible (close to zero) pretilt angle at one of the surfaces. Also the switching time to the p-state can be significantly decreased due to the dual frequency driving. Taking into account that some details related to mechanism and states retentions in case of different dual-frequency bistability (DFB) modes are published in Ref. 8 , here we basically pay an attention to a role of the anchoring strength for some of the DFB modes. In the experimental part of this paper, we provide new experimental results related to temperature dependence of DFB switching. We also discuss the possible driving methods, which can provide energy consumption in case of passive matrix addressing.
Numerical simulation

Basics of numerical simulation approach
The numerical simulation is performed using software package (NLCL) developed by one of the authors (S.P.P). Both LC director dynamics under applied electric field and optical problems are solved in the frame of this software package. Simulation of LC dynamics is based on Frank-Oseen elastic theory [9, 10] on account of hydrodynamic description developed by Leslie [11] . Let the xy plane of the laboratory frame is parallel to LC layer. The LC director field is assumed to be inhomogeneously distributed only in the z-direction, r n z n z n z n z where K 11 , K 22 , and K 33 are splay, twist, and bend elastic modules, respectively. The value q 0 is responsible for chirality of LC, so in bulk LC samples the director distribution is characterized by a helix with the natural pitch P 0 = 2p/q 0 . In Eqs.
The electric field is applied along the z-axis, and its contribution in Eq. (2) is written in terms of the dielectric displacement D. We neglect the LC conductivity, and the dielectric displacement is constant across the LC layer even in the cases of inhomogeneous director distribution along the z-axis (we remind, that the LC is assumed to be homogeneous in xy-directions). The dual frequency LCs show strong frequency dependence of the dielectric anisotropy D D e e e e = -ô || ( ) f (e || and e^are the dielectric constants along and perpendicular to the LC director, respectively), which changes the sign at, so-called, the inversion frequency f i . The latter property is taken into account in NLCL software. The numerical solutions are done on account of boundary conditions providing a director pretilt angle (easy axes orientation) and a finite anchoring strength. The anchoring problem is solved in a frame of Rapini-Popoular approach [12] using a modified form of the anchoring potential W, which takes into account both the zenithal W z and the azimuthal W a contributions
where n z x , , are the director components in a local (eigen) coordinate frame associated with easy axes orientation at the alignment surfaces [13] . Using the finite anchoring strength in a form of Eq. (4) is especially important for simulation the DFB switching between topologically non-equivalent director configurations.
The optical calculations are based on exact solution of Maxwell equations for one-dimensionally inhomogeneous anisotropic media. The Berreman 4×4 matrix approach [14] with numerical algorithm described in Ref. 15 is used to calculate the transmission and reflection of DFB optical designs. The basics of this approach are as follows. If the medium is homogeneous in the xy-plane, the system of six Maxwell equations is reduced to the system of only four independent equations, and the wave propagating equations can be written in terms of the first order differential equations as follows ¶ ¶ w y
where w is the wave frequency, c is the light velocity, and the components of the matrix D are expressed in terms of the dielectric tensor components [14] . The electromagnetic field column Y is defined by the electric (E x,y ) and the magnetic field (H x,y ) components as
It is evident that the solution of Eq. (5) for a homogeneous optically anisotropic slab of the thickness h is
where Y ( ) 0 and Y ( ) h are the electromagnetic field columns at the input (z = 0) and output (z = h) of the slab respectively. Actually, the problem is reduced to calculation of the exponent of the matrix D and finding the matrix P(h). In case of multilayered optical systems, one needs to calculate the product of the matrices P i (h i ) of the individual layers the system consists of. Similarly, in the case of the inhomogeneous LC layer, the problem is solved by space discretization (sampling) of the whole layer thickness along the z-axis and finding the product of the corresponding matrices. The details of an efficient algorithm to evaluate the transmission and reflection are described in Ref. 15 , where the Silvester theorem and Laguere method are used to solve the optical problem in most general cases of biaxial optical elements. A similar approach, in order to efficiently simulate anisotropic optical systems, was also proposed in Ref. 16. 2.2. DFB modes and optical properties for some of designs
In Fig. 1 , different DFB switching modes are shown. For DFB switching, one needs using a driving waveform consisting of the pulses filled with both low frequency f < f i (we call it l-driving) and high frequency f > f i (what is referred below as h-driving). Some properties of these modes associated with necessary parameters of the driving waveforms, switching speed and lifetime are described in Ref. 8 . Three of the modes shown in Figs. 1(a), 1(b), and 1(c) are related to switching between topologically equivalent states. The topological equivalence means existence of the transition between the states through a continuous director field deformation in bulk of a LC layer. Thus, these modes can be realized at rigid (infinite anchoring strength) boundary conditions. However, in these cases one of the states is metastable that results in its finite lifetime. The lifetime is typically varied in a range from a few seconds to minutes depending on the layer thickness d and alignment surface properties. In case of Fig. 1(d , a small pretilt angle is assumed at all surfaces. In case of (d), the boundary conditions are asymmetric and the pretilt angle at the surface providing the lowest anchoring strength should be close to zero to get a reliable reversing of switching from the -p to 0-state.
for standard (single-frequency) LCs [6] . The cases shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(d) seem to be most promising for applications and they are considered below in more details. Figure 2 illustrates the simulated electro-optical response for the 0«2p DFB switching. In simulations, we use a virtual LC with the following parameters: • if the driving is at f < f i , then we call it "l-driving"; • for f > f i , the driving is referenced as "h-driving". The optical axis of the layer in the 0-state is parallel to one of the polarizer axes, so this state corresponds to blocking the light transmission. If the dual frequency voltage waveform is applied to the LC layer, then the switching to 2p-state takes place. In the 2p-state, the director field is twisted for 360°across the layer thickness, and the optical appearance depends on the value of optical retardation d n n ( ) || -^, where n || and n^are the refractive indices along and perpendicular LC director, respectively. The simulation shows that the highest transmission coefficient in case of the twisted 2p-state takes place if d n n ( ) . || -@ 075 µm at the wavelength l = 550 nm. It can be seen from the figure that at t @ 2 ms, which takes place between l-and h-driving, there is a spike of the transmission coefficient. This spike is characteristic only for a very thin chiral LC layers at |d/P| 0.25. Despite the finite lifetime of the twisted 2p-state, the DFB 0«2p mode is still attractive for display applications. The black state corresponds to homogeneous planar alignment and, for the latter reason it can be perfectly compensated optically in order to provide excellent viewing angle properties. In Fig. 2 , one can also see that the switching from the 2p to 0-state is accompanied (at t~55-65 ms) by an optical bounce, which can decrease the contrast ratio in the dynamic regime. The decreasing the |d/P 0 | ratio allows to completely suppress the optical bounce (curve 2 in Fig. 2) , so the perfect optical performance can be also achieved in the dynamic regime at high values of the frame refresh frequency, when the finite lifetime of the 2p-state is not important. In order to realize the switching between topologically non-equivalent states shown in Fig. 1(d) , one needs to break the zenithal anchoring at one of the surfaces. In Fig. 3, curve 2 shows the dependence of minimal voltage amplitude versus zenithal anchoring strength for the low frequency waveform in order to provide 0«p switching. For the voltage values above the curve 2, the reliable switching to p-state takes place due to the anchoring breaking at one of the surfaces, which provides a planar LC alignment (no pretilt angle). It can be seen that the transition to the p-state takes place if the zenithal anchoring strength at this surface is equal to or even higher than the anchoring strength at the second surface (W z = 0.5 mJ/m 2 ), where a typical pretilt angle of 4 degrees is assumed. Thus, according to simulations, for DFB 0«p switching the condition of weak anchoring at one of the surfaces with strong anchoring at the second surface is not necessary, despite it is preferable for decreasing the driving voltage. If the voltage is below a value necessary for anchoring breaking, then the mode 0«2p can take place. In Fig. 3 , the range of the low-frequency driving voltage U L , necessary for the mode 0«2p , is located between the curves 1 and 2. The high frequency driving, following the low frequency waveform, allows for significant decreasing the switching time to the p-state, Fig. 4 . For instance, in case of our virtual LC with the parameters shown in the in-set to time is of about 50 ms for U h = 10 V, and decreases to a value defined by a length of high-frequency pulse (t h = 2 ms) at U h = 30 V. It is interesting that the p-state is characterized by opposite handness if the high-frequency waveform of sufficiently large voltage amplitude is applied immediately after the low-frequency pulse. In order to get the same handness of the p-state as the chiral dopant has, some time delay between the low-and high-frequency pulses is necessary. It is important to mention that in the case of 0«p DFB mode, the switching from the p to 0-state by l-diving pulse needs suppression of the hydrodynamic back flow. The latter can be done by a special l-driving waveform (the OFF-switching of the l-driving voltage should not be too fast).
Experimental results and discussion
3.1. Dielectric properties of the used LC materials and temperature performance of 0«2p DFB switching mode
The dielectric spectra for one of the used dual frequency materials (LC 3333 from Rolic Ltd.) are shown in Fig. 5 . These spectra have been measured at different temperatures, so one can see a shift of the dielectric anisotropy inversion frequency f i , which is defined as a point of crossing the e || and e^curves. At room temperature (T = 23°C), the anisotropy inversion frequency f i is of about 4 kHz. However, at T = 40°C a value of f i exceeds 20 kHz. Such strong temperature dependence of the inversion frequency is one of known drawbacks, which creates problems for applications of dual frequency LCs. In case of DFB switching, the strong temperature dependence raises a question on temperature stability of the DFB switching. Figure 6 (a) shows experimental electrooptical data for the 0«2p mode. In this case, the driving is made by the voltage pulses of low (f L = 1 kHz) and high (f h = 20 kHz) frequency. The corresponding driving waveform is shown in Fig. 6(b) . The initial 0-state, which is optically black, is switched to the twisted 2p-state by two successive waveforms providing l-and h-driving. The 2p-state is optically bright. Some gradual decrease in the transmission coefficient in this bright state is due to the metastability of the 2p-state. In detail, this problem is discussed in Ref. 8 . The presented data are measured for a LC layer of the thickness d = 7.5 µm. At room temperature, LC 333 has the optical anisotropy Dn @0.1, and according to the numerical simulations, a value of the optical retardation Dnd = 0.75 µm is optimal in order to get the highest transmission coefficient at l = 550 nm in the 2p-state. In Fig. 6 , one can see that the transmission coefficient of the 2p-state slightly decreases with increasing temperature that is explained by decreasing optical anisotropy. Also one can see that the switching from the 2p to 0-state is accompanied by the optical bounce, as it is predicted by numerical simulations (see Fig. 2 ). The duration of this bounce decreases with increasing the temperature that is explained by decreasing the rotational viscosity of the LC. In our experiments we have fixed the h-driving frequency at a value of 20 kHz, which is significantly above the inversion frequency at room temperature. However, because of the shift of the inversion frequency to the higher values with increasing temperature, we had to care on the sufficiently large amplitude U h of the h-driving waveform. This amplitude must exceed some threshold value, which is necessary for switching into the 2p-state. The dependence of this threshold voltage on the temperature is shown in Fig. 7 . The threshold voltage dependence shows divergence if the temperature is approaching a value of about 37°C. The reason for this divergence becomes clear if we take into account the temperature dependence of the dielectric constants shown in Fig. 5 . Indeed, at T @37°C and f = 20 kHz, the dielectric anisotropy can be interpolated to a value, which is very close to zero, when h-driving does not provide any torque to the LC director. Nevertheless, by the data in Fig. 7 it is also shown that the reliable DFB switching can indeed be realized up to the temperatures, which are just a few degrees below the critical value, when the inversion frequency becomes close to the h-driving frequency. Expanding the temperature range for DFB, switching can be done by increasing the h-driving frequency to the highest possible value accepted from a point of the energy losses.
Energy consumption and possible driving scheme in order to expand temperature interval of DFB switching
The principal sources of the energy loss are related to multiple recharging of the LC display capacity during the h-driving procedure. The consumption power can be expressed as
where U is the driving voltage amplitude, C is the display capacity, f is the frame refresh frequency, n is the number of recharges for the capacity during a single frame. It is interesting to make estimations to compare the power con sumption in a dynamic regime in the cases of 0«2p DFB mode and BiNem bistable switching [6] . The positive point in the case of the DFB effect is that the electric capacity per unit area and driving voltage is much lower in comparison with the BiNem bistable switching. Indeed, in the case of BiNem switching in order to decrease the driving voltage U defined by anchoring breaking, it is better to use thin LC layers with a thickness of about 2 µm at possibly the highest LC dielectric anisotropy De~20, so the effective value of LC dielectric constant is~25. In case of DFB, the effective value of the dielectric constant for the h-driving is typically of about 5. Also the thickness of the cells in DFB case can be 2-4 times higher. Thus, due to the lower capacity, the energy gain factor is of about 10-20 compared to the BiNem case. The negative property of the DFB is that n >> 1, while in case of BiNem n = 1. For instance, for LC 3333 mixture we have measured that at room temperature and h-driving frequency of 20 kHz, the minimal duration of the h-driving waveform to get switching is 250 µs. It means that each pixel must be recharged at least 10 times per single frame (n = 10). As a result, the 0«2p DFB mode is almost in equivalent situation compared to the BiNem bistability. Nevertheless, there is a possibility to decrease the effective value of n in case of DFB effect using the modified driving method. We propose a resonance circuit for h-driving, Fig. 8 . It allows for using a single and very short pulse generated by driving controller for getting h-driving waveform. Indeed, the conductivity of the LC due to the dielectric losses at high frequency is in a range of 1´10 -8 -3´10 -8 Ù -1 cm -1 (approximately these values were measured for both 3333 and our materials). Thus, the ratio of the reactive conductivity to the active one (quality factor) at f = 100 kHz can be estimated as
Because of the quality factor Q is much higher than the unit, there is a principal possibility of recurring use of the energy accumulated in the LC capacity. This energy can be at least partially spent for successive recharging during the h-driving period. The real resonance circuit can be optimized using the "master" capacity C m and the inductor L, Fig. 8 . The master capacity should be a few times higher than the total capacity C LC of the all addressed row pixels. This will allow for reducing the dependence of the resonance h-driving frequency on the information content sent to the columns of the LCD array. Also the quality factor Q of the resonance circuit becomes higher. The resonance driving allows not only for minimizing the energy loss in the bulk of LC but also in the driver elements. Our simulations and experimental checking of this driving scheme point out that the proposed method can allow for significant saving the energy that is estimated by a factor of 5 compared to the using standard schemes for h-driving.
As an example, the operation principle of the scheme in Fig. 8 is as follows. The controller performs the entire traditional "job" as in the known cases of the passive matrix addressing. The difference is that it should be programmed to perform "multi-row" l-driving procedure for simultaneous multi-row selection. The multi-row selection means application of low-frequency voltage simultaneously to a few rows. This procedure is based on the experimental fact that h-driving can be performed even after time delay in the range from 2 to 10 ms depending on a thickness of LC layer (d = 3-9 µm). After the multi-row l-driving is done, the successive single row h-driving will start. In the case shown in Fig. 8 , the controller generates a single powered high voltage pulse ("master" pulse) each time the row is selected for h-driving. This master pulse charges the capacity C m , and puts some current into the inductor L. After the end of the pulse, the resonance circuit is isolated from the controller by the diode D because of negative potential at the output of the pulse-generating circuit. The energy accumulated in the resonant circuit elements dissipates slowly due to the high value of the quality factor of the circuit even if the LCD pixels are connected. The LCD pixels are connected to the resonance circuit through the array of electronic switches addressed by the controller according to the data to be displayed on the LCD. The master pulse should be very short. Its length t is defined by the time necessary to charge the master capacity, that is t~1/(4f r ) where f r is h-driving resonance frequency.
It is possible to suggest many of implementations of the resonance circuit. For instance, we have also checked some possible implementations with the use of silicon controlled rectifier. The additional positive property of the resonance driving is that the h-driving amplitude can be made very high even for the case of low voltage power source. At high h-driving voltage, the duration of a single row selection can be very short. We think that in perspective, the row addressing time of 100-250 µs can be achieved. Because the h-driving is used only for a short time during the total period of the frame refreshing, the problem of LC heating, which is often significant in applications of dual frequency materials, is absent in case of the DFB.
Conclusions
We have studied numerically and experimentally different modes of bistable switching in dual-frequency liquid crystals. Depending on a chosen DFB mode, one of the switched states can be either topologically equivalent metastable state, or the two switched states can be energetically stable. One of distinguishing properties of the dual-frequency bistable switching modes is that the chirality of LC is not a necessary property for the switching. The homogeneous planar alignment can be one of the switched states, which, at the same time, is a thermodynamically stable state. Some chirality, characterized by the large natural pitch P of the helical director field distribution, favours the higher life-time of the metastable states. Despite a strong temperature dependence of the dielectric anisotropy sign inversion frequency in dual-frequency LCs, the DFB switching can be realized in a sufficiently wide temperature range. Additional energy consumption and expanding the temperature range is possible with using resonance driving methods.
To conclude, we believe that dual-frequency switching modes can be used in LC displays with high informational content, where the active addressing is still difficult to realize (for instance in case of flexible substrates).
Opto-Electron. Rev., 15, no. 1, 2007 © 2007 SEP, Warsaw Fig. 8 . The scheme of the resonance h-driving method. In the insert, the energy dissipation is shown for the case of the master pulse t = 5 µs at the resonance circuit parameters, L = 1 mH, C m = 2 nF, the LC pixels row capacity C LC = 200 pF, and an equivalent leakage resistance R LC = 100 kW, electrodes resistance is R e = 100 W.
